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REFLECTIONS IN THE WATER-MIRROR:
TURNING THE TIDE OF DESTINY
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COMMENTARY BY THE VENERABLE MASTER HUA ON JULY 22, 1988

ᅪᛋགጮ੯ᖘᛋ
!ENGLISH TRANSLATED BY THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSLATION INSTITUE

ᙒ͠Ĉ!Ԃຏજ͇!!ୢءዳᗞ
!
˯ౘଐܑ!!য়ჯᓞ
!
!!̥߉ޓڠధಡाА
!
ྕຏ͟͡!!ΫΊቔ
ψݕტ೯֚ωΚຍଡ֚Δ༉ਢ০Ζ
০Ոტ೯ԱΔ༉լঠൎװהࡴԱΖψ
ඵࡴ塄ᠱωΚլהऱࡴΔ༉塄הలئ
ຍଡڣ۔ΖψՂຫൣ।Δ૪లፂᜱωΚ
הኙவࣳ০ՂԱԫଡτຫൣ।υΔࠡխ
༉ᎅהࡉהలئຍጟᜱᣄܺેऱൣݮΖ
ψࣳ০ਜոωΚவࣳ০הຍτຫ
ൣ।υא৵Δ༉࠹ტ೯ΔৰٵൣהΖψ
٣ωΚ༉࡚הױ塄הలئΔ٣
װలئऱࠢΖψᇨტֲִωΚה
ຍጟᇨ֨ტ೯Ա০ΔՈ༉࣍ტ೯ֲ
ִΔח০Ոࣔהػऱຍጟ۩Ζψఎ
םᒧωΚ༉ڇՂՈಖሉהຍτຫ
ൣ।υΖݺଚࠩᦰڇದτຫൣ।υΔ
ՈवሐޕയਢଡݕႉऱԳΔՈਢଡ࢘
Ζ
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Praise:
Filiality moved heaven;
He gave up his position to care for his grandmother.
He submitted a Full Statement of Circumstances
Describing his grandmother’s difficulties.
Emperor Wu bestowed kindness,
He granted the repayment of kindness to elders.
His sincerity moved the sun and moon,
He was written into history.
Commentary:
Li Mi’s filiality moved heaven. Heaven here means the emperor, who was
moved by Li Mi and did not force him to be an official. He gave up his
position to care for his grandmother. He submitted a Full Statement of
Circumstances, describing his grandmother’s difficulties. He submitted
a Full Statement of Circumstances to Emperor Wu of Jin, in which he
described his and his grandmother’s difficult condition.
Emperor Wu bestowed kindness. When Emperor Wu of Jin read his
Full Statement of Circumstances, he was moved and pitied him. So he
granted the repayment of kindness to elders, and allowed him to first take
care of his grandmother to repay her kindness to him. His sincerity moved
the sun and moon, and not just the emperor, which caused the emperor
to also understand this kind of conduct. He was written into history. He
left his record in history books, which also contain his Full Statement of
Circumstances. Now, when we read his statement, we also know that Li Mi
was a filial person and a loyal subject.

˫ᄲ⁝͠Ĉ!
ˬ̖͇гمԂኰ!!!ˬЍᚹ̌̋ګ
ॢॡՂౘଐܑ!!!႔ϐኜཀྵᔸБ
։Ҋཌྷ̀ˠഢະ!!!оҠೋிୢ
цأϒঈᇇ̝ώ!!!࡚̂ཐৠ̼ֈ
ψԿթ֚ݕ࢘چᔃωΚԿթΔ༉ਢ֚Ε
چΕԳΖຍਢᎅ֚ΕچΔڶᎅԳΔ
༉ਢץਔԳΖԳ㠪ᢰΔ༉࢘ڶऱԳΔڶ
ݕऱԳΔڶᔃۖڶᐚऱԳΖ߷ᏖԳፖԳ
༉լٵऱΔࢬچ֚ڇאၴΔ༉נسຍᏖ
ጟጟۥۥऱԳΔՈڶԳΔՈڶ༞ԳΖ
ψԿ٠ᅃᤌࣾ՞՟ωΚԿ٠Δ༉ਢ
ֲΕִΕਣΖֲΕִΕਣᅃᤌ՞ࣾՕچ
ԫ֊ऱࢬΔຍຟਢߏڶऱΖ
ψவழޕയຫൣ।ωΚவழޕയᐊ
ऱຫൣ।Δਢ۟ൣ۟ࢤऱΔᎅਢԵൣ
ԵΖ
ψዧأ壆ᆼឋಧ٤ωΚዧأΔ༉ਢ
ዧཛأऱழଢΖ壆ᆼॽՈਢڶৰՕऱཕ
ᐝΔৰՕऱᘩฃΙױਢהՈጐԳࠃۖ
ᦫ֚ࡎΔה౨ᎅΚψឋಧጐᅡΔۖڽ
৵բωΔጐՂ۞הաऱຂٚΔ༉ኙದ
ຍଡᏥ٣లΔՈኙದຍଡᏥԱΖ
ψߜᆠՓԳཱུᄃωΚࠩչᏖழ
ଢΔڇչᏖཛזΔຍ࢘ࡉᆠՓΔԳԳ
ຟᄎஐᄃהଚΔԳԳኙהଚຟړڶტΖ
ψڑ۳ෞ༞ฒඵωΚڑ۳ෞ༞Δ
ԾڑԾෞΔ༉ጐࣁ್ݞΔլᝑऴ֨ᇩΔ
ᝑᦛᦛڴڴऱᇩΖෞ༞Δ༉ਢԾෞ
႖ΔԾᡏԾ༞ΖฒඵΔฒຟඵהΔ
ຟլᣋრࡉה൷२ΔຟಘቧהΖ
ψإࡶڙᐚհءωΚ֚إڶچ
Δຍ༉ਢᐚऱءΖݺଚຍଡψոᆠ
៖ཕ࣍֨ΙࠡۥسՈΔ➜ྥ࣍૿Δ
ఝ࣍હΔਜ࣍᧯Δ᧯լߢۖΖω
ࠐנسהऱᑌΔ➜ྥၴ،ࠩ૿ה
ՂΙהԾवሐΔהຍଡ֫ߩΕᏚৎא
֗ॆᙼۍΔຟךየԱոᆠ៖ཕΖຍຟ
ൕ֨㠪ՂࠐנسΔኙ࣍᧯ຟࢬڶ।
ऱΔຟڶԫଡৰړऱᑌ܃Ιኙה
ۖߢΔຍଡ᧯Ղຟڶոᆠ៖ཕԱΔ༉
լႚΕլᎅᇩΔՈڶৰڍԳᎁᢝऱΔ
ՈᄎवሐऱΖ

Another Verse:
The Three Forces of Heaven and Earth are loyal, filial, and worthy.
The Three Lights shine upon the rivers, mountains, and streams.
Li Mi of the Jin Dynasty submitted this Statement of Circumstances.
Zhuge at the end of Han had devoted his body and soul completely.
Good officials and righteous individuals are respected by people.
Wicked and lewd ruffians are despised by the public.
The proper energy of heaven and earth is the foundation of virtue.
These beautiful, great, sagely and spiritual humans transform and
nourish the people.
Commentary :
The Three Forces of Heaven and Earth are loyal, filial, and worthy.
The Three Forces are Heaven, Earth, and humanity. Here only Heaven
and Earth are mentioned, but humanity is included even if it’s not in the
verse. On the part of humanity, there are loyal people, filial people, worthy
people, and virtuous people. People are all different from each other; there
are good and bad people.
The Three Lights shine upon the rivers, mountains, and streams.
The Three Lights are the sun, moon, and stars. These three sources of light
shine equally upon the earth.
Li Mi of the Jin Dynasty submitted this Statement of Circumstances.
It was written with the utmost sincerity and is also agreeable and logical.
Zhuge at the end of Han had devoted his body and soul completely.
At the end of the Han Dynasty, Zhuge Liang, with his great wisdom and
strategy still could not change the will of heaven. All he could say was, “I
will exhaust all of my energy and will not stop until I die.” He fulfilled his
responsibilities and did not let down Liu Bei and his son Liu Chan.
Good officials and righteous individuals are respected by people.
Whatever the age or dynasty, loyal officials and righteous individuals are
respected and liked. However, wicked and lewd ruffians are despised by
the public. The wicked and lewd ruffians are crafty , cunning, and wanton.
They speak only false and flattering words. The public despises them and is
unwilling to draw near to them. They are loathed.
The proper energy of heaven and earth is the foundation of virtue.
Benevolence, righteousness, propriety, and knowledge are rooted in one’s
heart; their growth and manifestation were a mild harmony appearing in the
countenance, a rich fullness in the back, and the character imparted to the
four limbs. Those four limbs understand how to arrange themselves, without
being told.These virtues grew and appeared in his countenance naturally. He
also deeply understood the Way; thus his appearance, four limbs and entire
body were filled with the energy of benevolence, righteousness, propriety, and
knowledge. Since they were rooted from his heart, they manifested on his four
limbs and became a good model for others. To him, his four limbs contained
benevolence, righteousness, propriety and knowledge. People all knew and
recognized him. He did not need to advertise himself or speak anything.
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ψભՕᆣ壀֏ߛ෫ωΚຍଡψભΕ
ՕΕᆣΕ壀ωΔ༉ਢԳऱጟጠᇆΚڶ
ભԳΔڶՕԳΔڶᆣԳΔڶ壀ԳΖչᏖ
ભԳࡋΛ༉ਢոᆠ៖ཕךኔԱΔຍ༉
ԫଡભԳΙ܃٦ψךኔۖڶ٠ᔕհᘯ
ՕωΖ܃ऱոᆠ៖ཕךኔԱΔ܃ૉጐփ
ᚹऱΔނڶ،࿇ࠐנΔ߷լጩΙ܃ૉ
٦࿇ཆ٠ՕΔԾڶԫጟᐚᑮߪऱຍጟ٠
ᔕΔຍԫଡՕԳΖ
ψՕۖ֏հհᘯᆣωΔ܃ૉ
౨Օۖլ౨᧢֏ΔຍᝫਢլജΙ܃ૉ٦
౨᧢֏ΔࠃՕ֏՛Δࠃ՛֏ՕΔ౨᧢א
֏Δ౨אᙟ֨ڕრΔެ壆ֱࣟঞࣟੌΔ
ެ壆ֱ۫ঞ۫ੌΙ౨אຍᑌྤԵۖլ
۞Δ౨אԫ֊ԫ֊ऱംᠲຟڶԱΔ
ຍᆣԳΖ
ψᆣۖլױवհհᘯ壀ωΔຍո
ᆠ៖ཕך܃ኔࠩᄕរԱΔ߷ᏖᆣԳՈլ
ᎁᢝ܃ԱΔຍ༉ԫଡ壀ԳΖࢬ܃אૉ
౨ຍଡᑌऱΔ༉౨ᢥ֚چऱ֏ߛΔ౨
ψ֚ۯچ෫Δᆄढߛ෫ωΙ౨ߛسאᆄ
ढΔຍᆄढຟଗ܃ऱ٠ᔕΔຟࠩ܃ऱ
ྗᑮۖࠐژسΖ

These beautiful, great, sagely and spiritual humans transform and
nourish the people. The “beautiful, great, sagely, and spiritual” are four
names for people: beautiful people, great people, sagely people, and spiritual
people. What is a beautiful person? It is someone who is fully humane,
righteous, propriety, and knowledge. However, you need to “complete
the goodness and brightly display it.” If you have ultimate humaneness,
righteousness, propriety, and knowledge, but you are obscure and don’t
display it, it still does not count. If you are complete with goodness and
your body is adorned with the brightness of virtue, then you are called a
great man.
“A great man who exercises a transforming influence is called a sage.” If
you can simply be great, yet cannot transform, it is not enough. So if you can
transform by nourishing the small while serving the big, and nourishing the
big while serving the small, following your own mind while staying at ease,
like the water flowing to whatever direction people want it go, encountering
all kinds of circumstances without getting frustrated, then all problems will
vanish. This is what is meant by a sagely person.
“A sagely person who transcends our knowledge is called a spiritual
person.” If you have ultimate humaneness, righteousness, propriety, and
knowledge, then even sages cannot recognize you. This is called a spiritual
person. If you can be like this, then you can participate in the changes and
nurture heaven and earth. All of the multitudes of beings will rest in their
positions and will be nourished and flourish. All of the multitudes of beings
can see your radiance and receive your nourishment to survive.
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